REVIEWS OF TRUE AMPLITUDE COMPUTATIONS IN PLANE-LAYERED
STRUCTURES
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Numerical
modelling
in seismology
is
playing
an increasing
role in exploration
geophysics. Ray theories which decompose the
wave field into contributions
attributed
to
individual
rays, represent
a very efficient
method for computation
of synthetic seismograms. An important
initial
step in utilizing
any ray method
is the generation
and
selection of individual
rays constituting
a
partial
ray expansion.
If models consist of
plane,
parallel
layers
with
no lateral
inhomogeneities,
the implementation
of the
concepts of kinematic
analogs (rays which
have identical
travel-time
properties)
and
dynamic analogs (rays which have identical
travel-time
and amplitude-distance
properties) is essential.
It will be shown that
individual
“events” in the seismogram correspond to the arrivals
of individual
groups of
kinematic analogs, whose dynamic properties
differ significantly
from those of individual
rays.
Asymptotic
ray theory yields easily computable correct results for receiver distances

far from the critical
point. At the critical
point, unfortunately,
this theory breaks down
and predicts an infinite
amplitude
for the
head wave. However, both field studies and
theoretical
investigations
based on wave
methods indicate that it is in this region that
rays convey the maximum
amoimt of energy
to the receiver. To investigate
amplitudes
in
this important
zone, a new approach
to
amplitude
computation
is presented. In this
technique,
the interference
wave, resulting
from the composite of the reflected wave and
head wave, is expressed in terms of a Weber
function. The effect of multiply
reflected head
waves may also be included in this method.
Numerical
results show that amplitudes
of
dynamic groups calculated
via this method
oscillate
about asymptotic
ray theoretical
values and converge outside the interference
zone. Consequently,
a combination
of both
techniques represents a very efficient tool for
the computation
of synthetic seismograms or
amplitude-distance
characteristics.
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Ray methods of decomposing
the seismic
wave field into individual
ray contributions
provide excellent tools for modelling
seismic
disturbances.
These techniques
synthesize
wave propagation
in three stages: first, the
selection of a physically realistic set of rays to
participate
in the construction of a theoretical
seismic trace; second, the computation
of the
arrival time of these rays at a receiver at any
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prescribed
epicentral
distance; and finally,
the amplitude
of the ground motion at the
recewer.
A very efficient method of ray amplitude
computation
is based upon asymptotic
ray
theory, an outline of which is contained in
Appendix
A. The interested
reader should
consult Hron and Kanasentich
(1971) or
Cerveny and Ravindra (1971). This ray theory
expresses the solution to the wave equation
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and boundary conditions in the form of an
asymptotic
series
in inverse
powers
of
frequency.
This
formulation
renders
the
theory applicable
to high frequency
waves.
The ray theory can easily be applied to the
generation of synthetic seismograms in plane,
parallel
layered, homogeneous
media. One
deficiency
of this approach is the infinite
amplitude that asymptotic ray theory predicts
for head waves at the critical
point. This
phenomenon
renders these theoretical
head
waves inoperative
within
the interference
zone, which is the region immediately
beyond
the critical point. It is within this region that
the maximum
energy is transmitted
to the
surface. The end of the interference
zone is
defined as that epicentral
distance at which
the difference in time between the arrivals of
reflected and head waves is equal to the time
duration
of the source pulse. Clearly,
the
length of the interference
zone is inversely
proportional
to source frequency. Methods for
computing
interference
zone lengths
are
described in Cerveny (1962h). Asymptotic
ray
theory was employed to produce Figure 1,
which is an amplitude-distance
curve for a
reflected
harmonic
P wave (PP) and its
associated P type (PPP) and S type (PSP)
head waves. These curves were determined
through the direct evaluation
of equation A-3
and A-4. The singularities
of the head wave
amplitudes at the critical points is clear. The
two critical points (marked R,, and R,) and
the ends of the interference
zones (marked &,,
and R.) are shown. The frequency, F, of the
harmonic source pulse is 15 Hz. The model for

which the amplitude
computations
shown in
Figures l-5 were performed is Model 1 listed
in Table 1. In the ray sketches given in the
upper right hand corners of these amplitude
results, a solid (dashed) line denotes propagation as a P(S) wave.
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Fig. 1. Common logarithm of vertical amplitude
versus epicentral distance for waves in the top liquid
layer in Model 1. All amplitudes are computed by
asymptotic ray theory The critical distances lor P and
S head waves
are marked
by R,,, and R,,.
respectweiy
The ends of the interference zones are
marked by R,,and FL,.

TABLE 1
Model 1

kiyL?r
Number

P WaYe
Velocity
kmisec

s WBE
Velocity

Volume
density

kmlsec

g/m

Thickness

km

1

1.600

0

1.0

0.5

2

5.000

2.887

2.6

4.5

3

6.00

3.464

2.8

15.0

4
Half-

7.200
8.200

4.157
4.734

3.1
3.4

10.0
m

Space
According to Kosminskaya.

1970, personal communication.
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and x is the (real valued) parameter of the ray
arriving
at the epicentral
distance r. Head
wave contributions
are obtained by integrating along a branch cut parametrized
as

-\
1.
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PP RIflerted

(1-42)%

= (1-x*2):

+ pe-lT’q,

asp<-

(3)

where x* is the parameter
corresponding
to
critical reflection at the bottoming interface.
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Fig.
amplitude-distance
curves
2. Vertical
computed by numerical integration for a reflected P
wave (PP), its associated P head wave (PPP) and the
(PP.PPP).
The
composite
interference
wave
computations were performed for the top liquid layer
of Model 1.

Within the interference
zone the reflected
wave and the head wave both exist and
cannot be distinguished
from each other. A
method, albeit
costly, of determining
the
amplitudes
of these
waves
within
the
interference
zone is a direct
numerical
integration
of the potential
solutions to the
wave equation.
Following
the theory
developed in Brekhovskikh
(1960) one may
obtain
an integral
form for the vertical
displacement
of a wave at the free surface.
This is
n(r)

= ik
2

.-i’L’t

9
-m

0 $1)

(!crq)

.i-(q)qdq

(1)
where k= w/a, is the wave number in the first
layer, H,, ‘I1 is the Hankel function of the first
kind and zeroth order and B(q) is the phase
function of the ray. The termn represents the
product
of
complex
coefficients
all
corresponding
to the ray’s interaction
with
interfaces
in the medium. The integration
path may be deformed (Cerveny, 1965) so that
a saddle point approximation
utilizing
the
asymptotic expansion for the Hankel function
is applicable. Contributions
corresponding
to
the reflected
wave stem from integration
along a path parametrized
in the real
variable p as
, -o(p<~ ,
= (1-x2)+
+ &in/”
(1T21h
x = sine1

The actual integrations
along these paths
were performed by cautious Romherg extrapolation using an algorithm proposed by de Boor
(1971). Curves 1 and 2 are the amplitudes
of
the reflected P wave (PP) and the P head
wave (PPP) determined
by this method.
Curve 3 in this diagram
is the composite
interference
wave amplitude.
The source
frequency
is 15 Hz. The advantage
of this
integral approach is that the head wave has a
finite
amplitude
at the
critical
point.
However, the cost of computation
is roughly
two orders of magnitude greater than that for
asymptotic
ray theory. A rather interesting
feature
of the interference
wave is the
oscillatory
nature of the amplitude.
These
oscillations
will
also be found
in the
amplitude
expressed in terms of the Weber
function as a result of saddle point approximations
of contour integrals
in the wave
solution.
INTERFERENCE AMPLITUDES COMP”TED WITH
THE HELP OF THE WEBER FUNCI!ION
A computationally
suitable
approach
to
constructing
amplitude-distance
curves for
reflected-head
wave interference
has recently
been derived (Marks 1976, Marks and Hron
1979) based on the onginal
method
of
Cerveny (1962.x, 1965, 1967). This technique
allows one to express the amplitude-distance
curves of interference
waves in terms of a
Weber
function
(or rather,
a Parabolic
Cylinder function). The mathematical
properties of this function can be found in Magnus
and Oberhettinger
(1949) and Kireyeva
and
Karpov
(1961).
The
formula
for these
amplitudes
as a function
of epicentral
distance r is (Appendix B)

(4)

(2)
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Fig. 3. The graph of the complex valued function
G(y) of real variable y.
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The complex valued function G(y) versus y
is shown in Figure 3. The algorithm
for its
numerical computation
is discussed in Marks
and Hron (1977). From the above definition
one sees that at the critical pointy is equal to
0 and it increases beyond that point. The cost
of evaluating
equation
(4) may be made
comparable to that of asymptotic
ray theory.
This can be accomplished
by computing the
function
G(y) initially
for a large finely
sampled range of y (say y+3,5) 1 and later
retrieving the desired values from a computer
disc file
in direct
input
mode during
computation.
One can observe the oscillatory
nature of
the function G(y) in the amplitude-distance
curves for interference
reflected-head
waves.
Figure
4 displays
the amplitude-distance
curves for an unconverted
P wave reflected
from the third interface of Model 1 (amplitude
curve shown dashed). The computation
of
curve 1 was performed
by asymptotic
ray
theory. The remaining
two amplitude
curves
were computed for the interference
reflectedhead wave for frequencies of 30 and 45 Hz of
the harmonic so&e of unit amplitude
using
the Weher function
approximation.
These
amplitudes
oscillate about the amplitude
of
the reflected wave (curve 1). The period of the
oscillations
decreases
with
increased
fre-
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1. PS Reflected ( Ray Theory )
2- PS-PPS Interference ( Integr.tion, IS Hz,
3- PS-PM lnterfcrence (W&L, Fwl~fi.“, IS Hz)
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Fig. 4. Interference wave amplitude computed by
the Weber function approach for harmonic sources of
frequencies 30 and 45 Hz (solid curves) compared
with the reflected
wave amplitude computed
by
asymptotic ray theory. The rays are sketched in the
upper right hand comer. The computation was carried
out for the top two layers of Model 1.

quency. It is interesting
to note the locations
of maximum
amplitudes
in these results.
Asymptotic
ray theory predicts a maximum
for the reflected wave amplitude
exactly at
the critical point. However, the effect of the
head wave is to shift this maximum
of the
interference
wave somewhat
beyond
the
critical
point. The separation
between the
point of maximum amplitude and the critical
point diminishes
with increasing
frequency,
as does the value of this maximum
since the
asymptotic ray theory result can be regarded
as the high frequency limit. This phenomenon
was originally
reported by Cerveny (1965).
To determine
the validity
of the Weber
function approach one must compare it with
the direct numerical
integration.
This is
shown in Figure
5 for a converted
PS
reflection.
Curve 2 (shown dashed) is the
interference
wave amplitude
produced
by
numerical
integration
whereas curve 3 is
produced
by the
Weber
function.
The
matching between the two techniques is very
close throughout
the displayed region. One
observes that amplitudes
computed by either
method oscillate about the amplitude
computed from ray theory (curve 1) of the purely
reflected wave (which, incidentally,
may be
used as the simplest approximation
of the
interference
reflected-head
wave (Hron and
Kanasewich
1971) 1.
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Fig. 5. Comparison
of amplitudes computed by
three methods (asymptotic
ray theory, numerical
integration and the Weber function) for Model 1. The
rays under consideration
are a convelted
PS
reflection and a PPS head wave.

Dynamic
properties
of seismic waves in
both temporal and spatial domains are best
visualized
in the form of synthetic
seismograms.
Figure
6 is a set of synthetic
seismograms
for Model 1 where we have
limited
the partial
ray expansion
to only
those rays which have two P ray segments in
the uppermost layer. Under this restriction,
only three waves can contribute.
These are
the PP reflected wave, the PPP and PSP head
waves, labelled respectively
1, 1.1, and 1.2 one
the synthetic
section.
The dashed lines
indicate the travel-time
curve of these rays.
The amplitudes of the pulses in Figure 6 were
computed by asymptotic
ray theory outside
the interference
zone and by the Weber
function approach within. The critical points
for PPP and PSP head waves are at R = 0.31
and 0.61 km, respectively.
The lengths of the
corresponding interference
zones are 0.53 and
0.65 km. The source pulse, of predominant
frequency F = 15 Hz, was taken to be one of
several often used in synthetic
seismogram
computation,
(Berzon et al., 1962)
S(t)= sin @rFt) exp (-@rFt/gY)

(5)

where g= 2.0 and t is time.
In conclusion, this section of the paper has
presented results of a method for computing
the amplitude
of the interference
reflectedhead wave within the interference
zone. The
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KINEMATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALOGS
If a” earth model is chosen which has no
lateral inhomogeneities
inside the layers of
constant thickness, the concepts of kinemadic
and dynamic analogs may be implemented.
These algorithms
provide a large set of rays
for the production
of synthetic seismograms
in the most efficient arrangement.
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Fig. 6. Separation of the PPP and PSP head
wave pulses (1.1 and 1.2) from the reflected P have
pulse (1) in Model 1. The predominant frequency of
the pulse is 15 Hz. and the reducing velocity is 5
kmisec. The first and second critical points are
IDcated at 0.31 km and 0.61 km. respetiively.
The
daShed lines indicate the travel times of the three
waves involved.

advantages
of this method
are its low
computational
cost and its non-singular
behaviour at the critical point. Numerical
ray
generation,
discussed next, may be used in
conjunction with this approach and asymptotic ray theory to create synthetic seismograms
for multi-layered
models.

Those wave8 which travel from source to
receiver
along different
paths, but with
identical travel-times
are kinematically
equivalent and are termed kinematic
analogs.
Hron (19721 showed that geometrical
spreading and ray parameter
are also the same for
each kinematically
equivalent
group, thus
making
amplitude
computation
more efficient. This group of analogs may be further
subdivided into groups of waves which have
identical
amplitude-distance
properties.
The
members within each of these subgroups are
termed dynamic analogs. The computational
efficiency lies in this subdivision.
If we know
the number
of dynamic
analogs, say N,,,
within a subgroup and the amplitude, say A,,,
of only one of them, then the total amplitude
of the subgroup is N,,*A,,. By adding up the
the
amplitudes of all the dynamic subgroups,
total
amplitude
of the set of kinematic
analogs is determined.
Since there are in fact a” infinite number of
rays propagating
between
Source and receiver, we must have some criterion
for
limiting
the number of rays which we shall
actually
examine
within
a give”
time
window. For this purpose, we have chosen
this parameter to be the total number of ray
segments, K, within each ray. A FORTRAN
program
has been written
which
will
generate all rays with up to K segments and
automatically
partition each kinematic
group
into the appropriate
number
of dynamic
analogs.
Methods for generating unconverted as well
as once converted phases (from P to S mode of
propagation
or vice versa) have been discussed by Hron (1972). Consider
a medium
consisting of L homogeneous layers separated
by plane parallel interfaces. These interfaces
are numbered in the downward direction with
the j-th
interface separating
the layers j-l
and j. Suppose that a ray has been generated
with 2x1, l.i = 1, .. .. J) ray segments in each of
the J< L layers through which it passes. We
may then denote the number of reflections

--

.,.,,
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from the J+l-th
interface when the incident
ray is in the j-the
layer by m,. Clearly, this
number must satisfy
>lax(“.nj

n,+ll

s mj I “~.

L,

j = I ,,..,. T-1.
(6)

,
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classification
scheme for kinematic
and
dynamic analogs applies equally well to head
waves as to reflected waves. If we examine
the dynamic
properties
of this kinematic
group near the critical
point, it will be
necessary
to employ
the Weber function
approach for interference waves.

A symbol for a kinematically
equivalent
group may be written as (n,, n,,
,n,,). A
symbol for a group of dynamic analogs may be
.,mj.,) since
written as (n,, nz,
.,n,; m,,
these numbers will uniquely
determine
the
amplitude-distance
curve of the wave. Let us
define A(m,) as the number of integers which
cause mi ta satisfy equation (6). The number
of dynamic subgroups within the kinematic
group is then.
liDScnl.

OJ) = ,fl

ncmj,.

(7)

Fig. 7. Decomposition
of the kinematic
group
(32.1) info two dynamic groups of six analcgs each.

Hron (1972) has shown that the number of
individual
waves in the dynamic
subgroup
&fin&by
Cnl....“J;
n ,.... mjs,)
is
Noc”l....,“j:

mi,...,mJ.,~

=

J-l
”
j=l

,“j
rnj

Cni+i-l
np-l

(8)
n
where

cm

=

Amp,it”dc
r.,mp”,.d“sing1ki”.rn.fiC
0”dc.g----*mpli,“dL
.omp”tFd
“‘in.312kincm.fi.
.“ologs__
I- Refl.rt.d*cI**
2- IntLrfer.n.L
101*

&

Figure 1 demonstrates
an application
of
equations
(6) - (8). In the ray generation
scheme employed by our program, the 168th
kinematic
group
created
has kinematic
definition
(3,2,1). Upon consulting
equation
(6), we see that m, may be 2 or 1 IZ(m,) =2)
and m, must be 1 fi\(m,) =l). Therefore, the
individual
waves in each subgroup is found by
equation (8). In figure 7 the top six rays are
dynamically
equivalent
as are the lower six.
Thus, for purposes of synthetic
seismogram
construction,
only two amplitude
computations are necessary rather than twelve. Both
computations
are based on one set of
numerical
values for interface
coefficients
(ray parameter
is identical
for the whole
kinematic
group)
and one evaluation
of
geometrical spreading.
Let us now examine the amplitude-distance
properties of these dynamic analogs for the
model described in Table 1. A P-type head
wave can propagate along the fourth interface
of Figure 7 since the P wave velocity in layer
4 exceeds that
in layer
3. The above

a J

j ,,+

i:‘:,

Zjs%/ ‘:,

t 15 1; ;J>,,
,
710-___
-;j :,y-->r
;li/.k,
,5.
Ri,,,,
50/AC
5s 66 74
82 90
EPICENTRAL

DISTANCE

(KM)

Fig. 8. Dynamic properties of the kinematic group
in Model 2 as sketched in Figure 7 for a harmonic
source frequency of 15 Hz. The dashed set of curves
was computed by employing only one ray. while the
solid set was computed by employing all hwlve rays.
Asymptotic
ray theory was employed outside the
interference zone, while the Weber function approach
was used wtihin (between R, and RJ.

Figure 8 displays
the amplitude-distance
characteristics
for the kinematic
group
sketched
in the Figure
7. Within
the
interference
zone the Weber function
approach was used to evaluate the interference
wave amplitude,
while elsewhere
asymptotic ray theory was employed. The predominant source frequency was set at 15 Hz. The
two sets of curves in Figure 8 indicate the
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SYNTHrnIC SEISMOGRAMS

type of error that can occur when not all
members of a kinematic group are considered.
The dashed set of curves were produced using
only one out of the twelve rays comprising the
kinematic
group. Due to destructive
interference (remember that amplitude is in general
complex-valued)
between the two dynamic
subgroups, the correct amplitude is somewhat
less (by a factor of 225%) than that of a single
ray.

,

I
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The properties
of kinematic
and dynamic
analogs, besides their impact on the effectiveness in synthetic seismogram computation
,
also have an important
consequence on the
numerical modelling of dynamic properties of
individual
rays and on the commonly used
interpretation
techniques
applied to layered
media with no lateral
inhomogeneities
of
thickness variations.
Since the kinematically
equivalent
waves cannot be separated from
each other at any epicentral distance in these
media, we cannot speak about arrivals
or
individual
rays in related seismograms. This
1s so because
nearly
all
(with
trivial
exceptions) registered wavelets are the result
of interference
among a number of kinematially equivalent waves.
If one were to consider converted phases,
the formulation
for splitting kinematic groups
into dynamic
subgroups
becomes more involved. Formulae for these rays will not be
reported here, but the interested
reader is
referred to Hron, D&y and Marks (1977).

Asymptotic
ray theory, combined with the
Weber function approach and the concepts of
kinematic
and dynamic
analogs, has been
applied to a near suface impulsive
point
source in a plane,
four-layered,
elastic,
homogeneous,
isotropic
model described in
Table
2 and proposed
by Kosminskaya
(personal communication).
The source pulse of
unit amplitude was chosen to be that defined
by equation (5) for a predominant
frequency
of 15 Hz and g=5. A display of this pulse is
shown in Figure
9. The algorithms
were
programed in FORTRAN
and applied on an
Amdahl
470 Vi6 computer.
A CalComp
plotter was used for the display.
Ray methods of studying
seismic wave
propagation
allow the user to associate with
each event on a seismogram, a particular
set
of kinematically
equivalent rays. As well, the
relative amplitude of this group which arrives
at the receiver may be determined.
Figure 9
also shows a vertical seismogram for Model 2
at a distance
of 8 Km. The lines drawn
perpendicular
to the time axis indicate the
arrival time of the group of kinematic analogs
denoted by the number lying directly above
this line. The total relative
amplitude
in
FORTRAN
E format of the group follows the
identifying
number. Kinematic
group nunhers with no digit beyond the decimal point
represent reflected phases, while those with a
1 (2) beyond
the decimal
point
denote

TABLE 2
Model *
P wwe
Vt?lOCity
km/w

s wave
Velocity
km/sex

Volume
density
g/cm’

1

1so0

0.866

2.10

3.0

2

3.000

1.732

2.75

3.0

3

6.600

3.811

2.00

8.0

4

8.000

4.619

3.40

11.0

Half-

8.600

4.965

3.55

m

Layer
Number

*pace
According to Kosminskaya,

1970, personal communication.

Thickness

km

,~a ,‘.I.

lo, ,., ,(_
I~I /,,,+-
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P(S)-head waves. It should be pointed out that
the direct wave has been omitted from all of
these seismograms
as its large amplitude
would require time dependent scaling. In the
construction
of this trace a total of 3211
phases grouped into 154 kinematic
groups
was created. Of these 1183 actually
contributed to the seismogram.
A total of 156
phases required computation
of interference
amplitude by the Weber function approach.
Almost all of these were for phases refracted
at the interface separating
layers 2 and 3.
The central
processing
unit
(CPU) time
required was 6.6 seconds.
A synthetic
trace
for the horizontal
component corresponding
to epicentral
distance 8 km in Model 2 was computed by
allowing
only one representative
ray con-
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tribution
from each kinematic
group. For
some groups, this meant that up to 50 phases
were neglected. The results of this computation appear as Trace A in Figure 10. Trace B
was constructed by (correctly) considering all
dynamic analogs. Clearly, the kinematics
of
Traces A and B are similar, but the wavelet
shapes and amplitudes
are considerably
different
for many events associated with
more complicated
ray paths. This is not
suprising, since only 220 phases contributed
to Trace A compared with 1183 which were
utilized for Trace B.
Vertical
and horizontal
components
of a
synthetic
section for Model 2 are shown in
Figures 11 and 12, respectively.
The arrivals
are plotted with a reduced time, T-R/6.6, R
being the epicentral
distance. The statistics

V

R=Okm
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12
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8

10

T-

R/.5.6

Fig. 11. Vertical component of synthetic
on the right. The seishwgams
are displayed
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16

ret
seismograms for Model 2. identification
using a reducing velocity of 6.6 kmlsec.

of some phases is shown
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Horizontal

component
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set

of synthetic seismograms

for Model 2 with ray diagrams of some interpreted

on the phases considered and employed are
roughly the same for each epicentral distance
as for the traces at 8 km discussed earlier. At
the right of each section are ray sketches
corresponding
to a few interpreted
phases.
Care was taken
that
each phase was
interpreted
only once. Thus, the optimum
review of the results is achieved if both sets of
seismograms are studied simultaneously.

expensive
method of amplitude
determination, numerical
integration
of the potential
solutions to the wave equation provides us
with the most accurate results. The Weber
function
approximation
for
interference
waves near a critical
point matched quite
closely those predicted
by the integration.
Therefore,
we feel that the Weber function
approach is extremely
useful in providing
reasonably
priced and correct amplitudes
near critical points.

Three methods of ray amplitude
computation
in homogeneous
media
have been
presented for high frequency sources. Two of
these, asymptotic
ray theory and the Weber
function
approach,
complement
each other
and may be used for the construction
of
synthetic
seismograms.
Alinexpensive
though,
computationally
it is the most

For the computation
of synthetic seismograms, ray theories appear very useful. They
give information
about the time of arrival,
the wave shape and intensity and provide the
identification
of the phase (and thus the ray
path) pertaining
to a particular
event on the
seismic trace. In order to properly compute
synthetic
seismograms
one must consider a
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very large set of rays as candidates
for
inclusion in the trace. This is best performed
by a digital
computer
which
can be
programmed
to group them into sets of rays
with equal amplitude.
Failure to consider the
entire set of rays within a group makes a
profound difference in the amplitude
charact&sties
of the trace. In conclusion, the use of
the concepts and techniques presented in this
paper can provide an effkient
and versatile
means of modelling
seismic wave propagation.
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2-3) the amplitude
of reflected
waves, AR and head waves, AH at a distance r
from the source
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where t is time and p, A and )” are the volume
density
and the Lam& constants.
For a
harmonic
sourw
of angular
frequency
o,
asymptotic ray theory assumes a ray solution
to equation (A-1) in the form of a ray series
~(;,t)-

; $
n-0

(;)

e-iw(t-r)(~w)-”

m

angle
Of incidence
segmenr upon <he
which
it impinges

Of the
interface

m

thickness
m-rh ray

Of the
segment

layer

critical

distance

t

=

K

focal

nvnber

T(X)

For a high frequency source, the higher terms
in the expansion
of (A-2) approach
zero
rapidly. Thus, it is oRen suffkier It to consider
first
^. terms (n=O, for reflected wa “es and n=l,
for head waves) to obtain a viable asymptotic
solution.
After
substituting
(A-2) into the elastodynamic
equation and considering
boundary conditions
one obtains
(for details
consults
Cerveny
and Ravindra
(19711,

Of ray

along

m-Lb

m-rh ray
vpon

hovsing

the

segmenrs

The product
term
in the numerators
represents
the product
of all reflection,
transmission
or head wave coeffkients
encountered by the ray during its propagation
from source to receiver. The ray formula for
head waves is not justified
in the close
vicinity of the critical point. This special case
requires solution by wave (integral)
methods
and leads to amplitudes
expressible in terms
of a Weber function.

(A-2)

where i = 6i.
The xn are the ammplitude
coefficients of the ray series. The equation
describing the position of the wave front at
time.~I t.~I is

has been used:

s

r*

pa - (A+u)v(vi)
+ )AA
at2

notation

velocity
Of propagation
ray seglcenr

A

The basic elastcdynamic
equation
for a
displacement
vector x due to a disturbance in
an isotropic, homogeneous medium is

(A-4)
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I

THE

WEBER FUNCTION
APPROACH FOR
Ammum
C~MPU~MTI~N
OMPUTATION 0~
OF THE
nip INTERFER
ENCE REFLECTED-HEAD
ED-HEAD WAVE NEAR THE CRITIn.. nx.““‘“E
CAL
DISTANCE
The integral
representing
the vertical
displacement due to a harmonic wave of angular
frequency w which has penetrated
L layers,
being reflected
M times
from the L+l
inte~ace, and arrives a& the free surface at an
epicentral distance r is written as
-iut
A(r) = F ’

r.~M~~~~(~~,~lLrir,.l*n(q:.gl)

where we have used the following

notation
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i = J-1

-idr-t,~
iin<rl = e

k = W/al

0

plane VaYe rlilectlon
Lovifiiicnt
ior EhC
Ltl intercace
p’oducr ot Sll other plane VaYe coeificients

B

corresponding
medium
phase fvncflo”

R

LO the VaYe’s

/ra”erse

oi r,,e

cn
p (XL>

” PCXL)
(B-5)

where
the
employed

following

notation

has

been

of the wave

Hank*1 iunction
order.

of fil-Sf

kind

and zerot,>

After
suitably
deforming
the contour
of
integration
(Cerveny
1965, Cerveny
and
Ravindra
1971) and expanding
the Hankel
function for high frequencies, approximations
may be applied
to the integral
when
integrating
along a portion of the steepest
descent contour given by
(1-q2)?1 =(1-x*)%

m&d
Q

+ pe-in’4

,-~<~<rn.

(B-2)

The saddle point, x, is given by

rime “f aril”al Of the refiicfed Ye”*,
SPDrPtrical “preadin$ Of the reflPcred “BVC,
for P CYPLhead WaVei
<l

fR
9
c =

bL+1

for s type ibead “aYes

1 9.+1
Xi = alx,ai

,

i - I,...,

L

B=jMJ(“-“;p- (l-n2)J’)
g1(B)
=n-q(cpe-i~‘4)~
CP2dP

(B-3)
Physically,
x is closely related to the constant
C in Snell’s law by the relation x=a,C=sint’,
where 8, is the angle of incidence of a P wave
on the first interface.
For computational
purposes
x=sintI,
has been chosen as a
parameter for the ray in this paper. It is clear
to critical
that ray parameters
corresponding
refraction
along the L+l
interface
can be
written as x: = a,/~,,+,, i = 1, . .. .L, where vL+,
is the velocity of the refracted segment of the
head wave.
Due to the singularity
of R at s=~;s
corresponding
to the critical point in terms of
the ray parameters,
x, the reflection
coefficient R can be mnveniently
decomposed as
K(XL) = EhL)
s = ($

- D(y,)SW‘)
- XL214

“Al)

(B-4)

where D and E depend only on even powers of
s.
Performing
these operations
on equation
(B-1) yields an expression for the displacement contribution
of the reflected wave near
the critical point:

,,,I _,
1. Nsihi$ 1, r, Nsih<($ q
i=xl 1 ; \ \3’2 + 2, (5 f
ii1 i’:L =?,
I \.iz i
“umber
in the

t&‘NSi
h.
1

thickness

Of P and s ray
i-cl,
Layer
of

the

i-th

segments
layer.

For regions beyond the critical distance,r*,
the integral
in equation (B-1) has contributions from a circumvention
of the branch cut
given parametrically
by
(L-~‘)~

= (I-+’

+ pe-in’4,

asp<-.

(B-6)

Physically,
this may be interpreted
as the
head wave contribution
to the displacement
on the surface. Mathematically,
the omission
of the integration
along this path would
prohibit
a transformation
of integration
contours since we would end up on a Riemann
sheet different from that at the beginning
of
the contour. Evaluating
equation (B-1) along
contour (B-6) and remembering
that the
maximum value of the integrand OCCUTGnear
p=O, gives a head wave contribution
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.iW(f.f”)
= Me

A”(r)

“‘X?’

With the introduction
of yzPeYe inlrr
G (y) can be recast as

r E”-l(X;lC.

c(y)
(S+J

g2Cy*)

= -g/4+

(B-7)
W(-y*-2YYe

where

L”

head wave arrival

I

rime

i*

x:;

: with

x; substituted

yJk

iIT,4 )dY - i23’4yk.

(B-10)

This expression for G can be rewritten
with
the help of the integral
form of the Weber
function
D (Magnus
and Oberhettinger,
1949).

head WaYe Coefficient
= D(q)

axp(71n,8.iyq

in g,(y),

for

x
Dq(y(i.l))

= “-:Axp(-

; y* - m/4).

j v4~~p(-v*-*yu.‘~‘4),Y.

i

8i(y*) ; “-%*512*=nf8
i

Irexpl~p2~Zpi”‘Ppy*)dp.

Near the critical point we must consider the
summed total response due to the head wave
interfering
with the reflected wave. Adding
equations
(B-5) and (B-7) and making
approximations
which are legitimate
within
the interference
zone, gives the displacement
of the interference reflected-head wave
*<r> = e

7~

\“‘“L’

e”-‘l~E’(“l’*‘s,la,.~%~

y.;

/a~)”
*(rm;s:)

*-31Ge-lY2~~:y*l)]
(B-8)

where y= (w(tR-tH))%
Obviously,
function G can be defined as

G = i23/4jgl(B)-By

a new

. 2-~~~e-++“)

Near the critical
point ~20 in equation
formula
(B-8) may
be
(B-4) and thus
setting
further
by
simplified
e”-‘(xC)lnM-l
(XL,. With these changes and
the use of a pretabulated
Weber function file:
equation (B-6) lends itself to rapid evaluation
on a digital computer.
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